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Comment/ Insight
Identifying the right Indian partner, agent or local advisor is crucial since a variety of soft risks flow
from factors such as their personal standing, reputation, cultural leanings, community and political
affiliations and previous conduct re western partners. Two such areas of risk are:
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Agents, Multiplicity & Cultural Brew
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Appointing the right agent is a challenge in itself - attracting a range of ‘soft’ risks requiring mitigation
effort. However, a stunning lack of understanding by many western companies of the Indian psyche
is illustrated by the propensity to appoint more than one local ‘agent’.
This is often an extension of the divisive ‘silo’ culture within a foreign company itself; several business
units wish to pursue their own path and agenda in India - independently! This can be particularly
damaging if the main ambition in India involves interfacing with the government or the public sector for example in Infrastructure, Oil and Gas, Defence procurement or any sector where the government
is a customer for goods or services. This approach invites reputational risk and potential quagmire
that can defeat strategic and P&L aspirations from India.
Indian businessmen will not, culturally, easily ‘share’ either power or profit and will seek to be in control
– the exclusive gateway, interpreter and navigator – of a western company’s entrance into India. Strife
between local Indian contenders can be ruthless with unpredictable fall-out as with two bulls in a china
shop. Even if the cake is large enough, the Indian psyche does not easily tolerate the ‘other local
Indian’ on the scene, often playing out questionable tactics to eliminate the competitor. A matter-offact assumption on both sides being that the other is already engaged in reverse ouster efforts!
Add to this cultural brew the complexities and sensitivities of the Indian bureaucracy and the political
establishment. Bureaucrats, for their own reasons, do not easily take to the uncertainty, confusion,
questionable tactics and risks inherent in a multiple agent situation. The very act itself of multiple
appointments - even if supported by other commercial logic - may already have sown the seed of
behind the scene strife, manipulation and paralysis.
Reputational risk may well already have been triggered by warring ‘agents’ – and well before the fact
actually comes to light!

Local Advisors – the “KYA” Rule
Know your local Advisor!
A prevalent and understandable assumption among western companies is that the local advisor
community will always mirror home country standards and practices. Reliance on such assumption
may lead to years of subtle manipulation and loss through information leakage and financial bleed by
Indian ‘partners’.
It is a self-injuring assumption that appointing the biggest and best known local names will guarantee
high standards of confidentiality. Community affiliations can quite often override professional duties;
and ‘power play and status’ in the local community can be the greater incentive than pure financial

gain. Trading of valuable information and its manipulation can sometimes be seen a symbol of ‘power
and clout’.
The selection and ongoing monitoring of one’s own local advisors is a decision crucial in more ways
than one. In some situations, one’s own local advisors, if found errant, can be carefully used as a
tactical ‘misinformation play’ during commercial negotiations with Indian parties!
Putting local advisors through discreet soft due diligence filters at the outset, can shave months/ years
off delays in India and help cut losses from ‘manipulation’ and ‘financial bleed’. It can also prove a
valuable tactical edge!

NEXT ISSUE: “Remote Control & Local Management” and “Head-hunter Cliques”
FUTURE TOPICS: “Litigation - A Tactical Game”, “Economics of Respect”; “Partnering Decisions &
Anxiety”

Risk & Due Diligence
Bofors – Re-Entry
Mahindra & Mahindra of India is diversifying into defence equipment and is currently in the tendering
process for the sale of the latest version of the Bofors gun that triggered a major mid-1980s corruption
scandal in India. In 1986, an order worth $ 1.4bn with Bofors of Sweden led to allegations of bribes
paid to the tune of $ 50m. Defence ministers and bureaucrats have since shied away from placing
large sensitive orders fearing similar bribery scandals. At Delhi’s Defexpo defence show last week,
M&M’s boss was quoted as saying “It’s time to understand that the gun is innocent”.
Kidnap Risk
The Sunday Times in London reports a growing trend and instances in Northern India where rich
families are being increasingly targeted by kidnappers who are well-educated professionals in their
twenties. Kidnap incidents in the capital rose from 1502 to 2417 in 2009. This trend is being
attributed to the rapidly growing gap between the haves and the have-nots as India’s economic growth
escalates. India is assessed by a London risk consultancy as the fifth-highest ‘kidnap-risk’ country in
the world.
ICAE seeks to Establish Whistleblower Mechanism
One year after the Satyam fraud scandal, India’s accounting regulatory body, the Institute of
Chartered Accountants of India, is urging that a whistleblower system be set up within all audit firms.
This will enable employees to report concerns about unethical behaviour, actual or suspected fraud
and violations, directly to the management. The Satyam scam investigations revealed that auditors
were denied access to proper financial records by their client firm.
Such a system will also enable the ICAI to flag discrepancies and act against manipulative practices
by companies and identify malpractice in the audit process.
SME Security Awareness
A leading local business magazine reports that nearly 61% of India’s small and medium enterprises
are unaware of current day IT security threats, according to a survey by a leading global security
software provider
10 Insurance Companies Penalised
In 2008-09 the Insurance and Regulatory Development Authority penalised 10 insurance companies
for violating a range of various norms and regulations.

Business Creation
Road Construction Rate
According to India’s Union Transport Minister, Kamal Nath, the daily rate at which roads will be built
in the country is 20 km. Assuming that target is met, India will build 6720 km of roads and highways
in a year.
Caps Removed for Port Projects
India has removed the cap on the number of players that are allowed to participate in financial
bidding for port expansion projects under PPP (public private partnerships). Until now, the government
allowed only 5 technically qualified players to bid, and this led to litigations and paralysis of projects.
This follows the move last year by the NHAI (National Highways Authority of India) to remove the limit
on the number of private participants in bids for PPP road projects. The government is likely to award
6 further port projects by March 2010, in addition to the previous 7 projects.
Punjab to Establish Industrial Hub
The Punjab government will promote industrialisation of the state by establishing an industrial hub of
1200 acres at Rajpura. Special industrial concessions would be extended to encourage FDI in the
proposed hub, and a SEZ is also planned.
Growth at 9% From 2011
India seems to be on course to clocking 9% growth from 2011 according to S&P’s Rating Services.
Key policy reforms seem on track, and the country growth is underpinned by strong domestic demand,
which allowed India to weather the global crisis better than most other economies.
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